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Abstract
Environmental changes are complex phenomena that are scale and granularity dependents.
Within GIS, this leads to different forms of representation of space where continuous versus
discrete, deductive versus inductive approaches have long been used to model dynamic
phenomena. Deductive approaches relate to the observation and analysis of patterns of
changes using cross-analysis of time-series maps while inductive approaches relate to the
study of changes from a set of possible and predefined spatio-temporal processes that apply
to geographical entities. Based on a deductive observation of an experimental erosion
model, this paper introduces an inductive representation of geomorphological changes that
models terrain characteristics and processes at different levels of abstraction. This
approach favours an observation of changes and helps to understand a geophysical
phenomena which is complex by nature.

INTRODUCTION
Within GIS, the integrated modelling of the spatial and temporal dimensions has been an
active research area over the past ten years (Beller, 1991; Claramunt and Theriault, 1995;
Langran, 1992; Peuquet, 1994; Worboys, 1994, Horsnby and Egenhofer, 1997). Despite
significant progress in the representation of time and processes on top of existing spatial
models, there is still a need for temporal GIS models suited to the intricate nature of
environmental applications. This complexity is due to the fact that the identification of the
characteristic elements that form an environmental system is subject to interpretation
(Smith and Mark, 2003). Furthermore, change and processes are abstract concepts per
nature that require further exegesis and non straightforward model derivations and
computations.

This paper introduces a temporal GIS that supports the representation and description of
geomorphometrical entities, changes and processes at different levels of abstraction. The
aim of the research is to assist scientists in the analysis and validation of experimental
models whose objective is to study the effects of the environment on the geomorphology.
The fractal nature of a geophysical space (Mandelbrot, 1977) together with the influence of
spatial scale and temporal granularity in its observation, imply to consider different levels
of abstraction and properties of space. From a deductive observation of an erosion model
that simulates the evolution of a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) where patterns of changes
are observed quantitatively, we introduce a two-step inductive approach where:

• homogeneous watersheds are identified at a level of abstraction which is relevant to the
phenomenon observed (Smith and Mark, 2003). The first level of abstraction retained
and often considered in the observation of hydrological and geomorphological
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phenomenon is the level of the watershed (Clarke, 1973). This leads to a partition of
space where the elements are elementary watersheds. The second level of abstraction is
the local level where planes, thalwegs, ridges, passes, peaks and pits constitute the main
terrain characteristics as defined in (Wood, 1996)

• Elementary watershed changes are studied using the notion of identity. This leads us to
study and introduce a fuzzy-based model of spatio-temporal processes applied to
watersheds. This fuzzy-based representation is completed by a quantitative observation
of geomorphological changes.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces the entity-
based approach that models erosion relief changes at the level of the watershed. The
following section develops the complementary representation that models changes and
processes at the watershed and local level. The final section summarizes our work and
outlines further work.

ENTITY-BASED APPROACH
Erosion and sedimentation are complex phenomena, rain and runoff dependents, that result
from several elementary processes of detachment, transport and deposition of sediment. In
the context of our study, we consider the erosion as a geomorphometrical evolution of
spatial entities that form the relief, without taking into account the physical and
hydrological factors that generate it (e.g. pluviometry, soil component). A DEM is a
fundamental spatial structure widely applied to represent topographic surfaces. DEMs
enable extraction and identification of continuous properties (e.g. slope, aspect, roughness)
and morphological features (i.e. plane, thalweg, ridge, pass, peak, pit). Over long periods of
time, observation and analysis of a series of DEMs should give important clues to the way a
given region of space evolves. As those observations over long periods of time cannot be
observed easily, scientists often develop experimental models that replicate real conditions.

The experimental component of our research is based on an analogic model of erosion and
sedimentation process whose objective is the study of the influence of natural constraints
(e.g. rain, lithology) in relief dynamics (Crave and Davy, 2001). The experimental
apparatus consists of a 1m3 square box in which a confined dense foggy atmosphere is
generated. This enables to simulate rain flow above a material obtained by mixing silica
granular with water. After rain flow periods, topographic laser digitization of the obtained
surface allows the modelling of successive DEMs. Figure 1 presents a series of three
DEMs, derived from the observation of the evolution of the experimental system, and
where some general geomorphological changes and patterns can be observed.

Despite the numerical precision of the experimental model, analysis of geomorphological
changes should be performed at different levels of abstraction. The first level of abstraction
used in this study, the one of the watershed, often used in hydrology studies (Clarke, 1973;
Beven and Wood, 1983), gives a relatively high level of abstraction. The second one, at a
lower level of abstraction, considers the terrain characteristics. This gives a sort of multi-
level model where DEM characteristics and patterns of change over time are analyzed at
different levels of spatial and temporal granularity. Those analyses should be realized from
the level of abstraction of the watershed, to the local level where DEM local characteristics
are observable but with the constraint that a too low level of abstraction might hide
observable entities and patterns.
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Figure 1: Temporal series of relief evolution at t1, t2 and t3.

We characterise a watershed by the region of space it occupies, derived geomorphometrical
attributes (maximum length, maximum width, area and average slope), and hydrological
attributes (stream network, flow direction, flow accumulation and runoff distances). The
first stage of the entity-based approach consists in the identification of the watersheds that
compose the DEM, its is based on the method proposed by Maidment and Djokic (2000)
and implemented using the Hydro Data Model of the Arc Info GIS (© ESRI inc.). The
computation evaluates water flow direction and accumulation, and derives the stream
network and delineates the watershed boundaries.

This computation is performed for several DEM snapshots derived from the experimental
erosion model. In a mathematical sense, this gives a series of partitions of watersheds over
a same region of space. The analysis of the evolution of a watershed over time related to the
old problem of the evolution of identity over time (Hornsby and Egenhofer, 1997). What
makes a difference between an evolution that keeps the identity of a given entity in time
(the entity evolved but it is still the same) and an evolution that leads to a change of identity
(the evolution is significant enough to leads to a change of entity)? This problem is non
well-defined and fuzzy by nature, this leads us to model those phenomena using a fuzzy
relation approach. We assume that the identity of a given watershed is maintained when the
region of the space where this watershed is located is relatively stable (considering a
watershed as a fuzzy region is an alternative, this will be considered in further work).
Formally, the basic principles of our model are as follows

• Let S denote a subset of a topological space X (the region of space where the
experimental model of erosion is applied). Let S1, S2, …, Sn be an ordered series of
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partitions of S that denote the evolution of S over time at t1< t2< …< tn, respectively.
The elements of a given partition Si are elementary watersheds Wi1, Wi2, …, Wip.

• Let Wik ∈ Si and Wjl ∈ Sj be two watersheds defined at ti and tj respectively, with ti < tj.

• We define a fuzzy relation η of Six Sj as follows:

η: Si × Sj [0 , 1] (1)

where η(Wik,Wjl) gives the fuzzy membership value that denotes the possibility of Wjl
of Sj to be an evolution of Wik of Si
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where Surf(Wik) is an operator that returns the region of space occupied by Wik, and
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The advantage of this representation is that it gives to the identity relationship a degree of
membership. When η(Wik,Wjl) tends to 1, this means that the identity relationship between
those two watersheds is very high. On the contrary a value of η(Wik,Wjl) that tends to 0 is
likely to denote a lack of identity relation between those watersheds (one can remark that
this approach can be easily extended towards a three-dimensional representation by
volumes instead of surfaces). In order now to clearly make the difference between
evolution and identity, we introduce an operator Max-η(Si,Wjl) that returns the watersheds
of Si the most related to Wjl

Max-η(Si,Wjl) = {Wio ∈ Si / η(Wio,Wjl) ≥ η(Wis,Wjl), ∀ Wis ∈ Si} (3)

This leads to the identification of a degree of stability St(Wjl) for a given watershed Wjl of
Sj with respect to Si

St(Si,Wjl) = η(Wik,Wjl) with Wik ∈Max-η(Si,Wjl) (4)

This denotes the degree of stability (versus evolution) of a watershed Wjl since ti of Si. High
values of St(Si,Wjl) tend to reflect stability of Wjl since ti, low values of St(Si,Wjl) tend to
reflect evolution of Wjl since ti.

In many cases the identity relation is likely to be multiple, that is, a given watershed can
have several watersheds in a previous partition that have relatively high values for the
identity relation. The α-Ancst operator returns the “ancestors” over a previous partition Si

of a watershed Wjl of Sj, given a fixed threshold α that qualifies the magnitude of the
identity relation

α-Ancst(Si,Wjl) = {Wis ∈ Si / η(Wis,Wjl) ≥ α} (5)

This entity-based, watershed-based, approach allows for an observation of the
geomorphological changes of an erosive relief. The model proposed helps to make the
difference between degrees of stability and evolution for a given watershed over a period of
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time. The periods of time considered as the one given by the numerical representations of
the successive erosion model evolutions. Generalization of the approach to the whole
region of study allows for an identification of patterns of stability versus evolution using
the stability operator St.

At a lower level of abstraction, observed entities are salient features that participate to the
irregularities of the DEM (i.e. planes, thalwegs, ridges, passes, peaks, pits). We retain a
grid-based approach introduced by Wood (1996) that locally computes terrain features
using a neighborhood analysis. This computation is based on the extraction of parameters
using a quadratic approximation (cf. p. 112-118 in Wood, 1996). Figure 2 gives an example
of a partition of the region of study together with a quantitative evaluation of the proportion
of planes, thalwegs, ridges, passes, peaks and pits over time.
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Figure 2: (a) Raster view of the erosion model. (b) Histogram of the evolution of terrain deatures.

PROCESS-BASED EVOLUTION
Qualitative and quantitative evaluations of the stability and evolution of watersheds over
time give an entity-oriented observation of the erosion phenomenon. However, those
measurements do not provide any information on the nature of the processes that contribute
to the observed evolution. A process is defined as an action that modifies one to many
watersheds, it involves the description of the mechanisms involved in the geomorphological
changes. Within GIS, different models of spatio-temporal processes have been proposed
(Claramunt and Theriault, 1995; Hornsby and Egenhofer, 1997). We model those processes
at two complementary levels of abstraction: the watershed and the local levels. The first
process approach relates to the evolution of watershed as an individual entity. The second
one concerns the local observation of geomorphological changes that involve terrain
features such as thalwegs, peaks at the local level.

Watershed-based spatio-temporal processes
The first class of processes is the stability of a watershed as an individual entity. The α-
Stability is defined as follows

• α-Stability: a watershed Wjl of Sj is considered in α-stability since ti of Si iff St(Si,Wjl) ≥
α

Appearance and disappearance are not relevant in this context as the erosion model is made
of successive partitions that cover the same space. A watershed α-deformation process,
considered in a two-dimensional sense, reflects an evolution significant enough to denote a
deformation over a given proportion α, it is defined as
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• (1-α)-Deformation: a watershed Wjl of Sj is considered in α-Deformation since ti of Si

iff St(Si,Wjl) < α

Given a watershed Wjl of Sj, α and Si it is immediate to conclude that Wjl is either in α-
stability or (1-α)-Deformation since ti of Si. Quantitatively, an (1-α)-Deformation denotes a
combined change of geomorphological attributes such as area, length and width (one can
remark that the slope is not considered at this point as the approach is two dimensional).

A derived case concerns spatial restructurations that involve several watersheds. Those
correspond to three fundamental cases: β-union of n watersheds into a single one, β-split of
one watershed towards m watersheds, β-restructuration of n watersheds into m watersheds.
Those processes are defined as follows.

• β-Union: a watershed Wjl of Sj is the β-union of Wi1 , Wi2, …, Win of Si iff Wi1, Wi2, …,
Win ∈ β-Ancst(Si,Wjl)

• β-split: a watershed Wil of Si is splitted towards Wj1 , Wj2, …, Wjm of Sj iff Wil∈ β-
Ancst(Si,Wj1) ∧ Wil ∈ β-Ancst(Si,Wj2) ∧ …∧ Wil∈ β-Ancst(Si,Wjm)

• β-restructuration: n watersheds Wi1, Wi2, …, Win that form a subset Si1 of Si are
restructured towards Wj1, Wj2, …, Wjm that form a subset Sj1 of Sj iff (∀ Wik ∈  Si1 ∃
Wj1∈ Sj1 / Wik ∈ β-Ancst(Si,Wjl)) ∧ (∀ Wjl ∈ Sj1 ∃ Wik∈ Si1 / Wik∈ β-Ancst(Si,Wjl))

Those processes give qualitative indicators that characterise the evolution of the watershed
over the erosion model. They can be completed by quantitative measures that are described
in the next section.

Watershed-based quantitative analysis of changes
The quantitative analysis of watershed changes is developed through a comparison of
geomorphomological 2D and 2.5D attributes. The identity relations between the watersheds
at different times have been identified by an application of the fuzzy-based relation
developed in section “Entity–based approach” (69 watersheds identified at t1, 72 at t2, 76 at
t3). We introduce a function λ that evaluates the degree of change of form between a given
watershed Wjl and one of its α-ancestors
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with Wik ∈ α-Ancst(Si,Wjl)

where Length(Wjl) returns the maximum length of Wjl and Area(Wjl) the area of Wjl

High positive values of ) W,(W jlikλ denote a lengthening process, low negative values
of ) W,(W jlikλ denote a widening process. Values that tend to 0 denote a process where
Wik and Wjl have the same form despite the changes that happened between ti and tj.

Figure 3 gives an illustration of the application of the function λ over the erosion model
where one can remark the widening process is the most important between S1 and S2, while
no clear trend can be observed between S2 and S3. Figure 4 gives additional measures over
the same evolution by analyzing changes of watershed average slopes where increases of
slope denote a raising process, and decreases of slope a deepening process.
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Figure 3 : Watersheds λ evolution between S1 and S2 in light grey, S2 and S3 in dark grey.
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Figure 4: Watersheds slope evolution between S1 and S2 in light grey, S2 and S3 in dark grey.

Those quantitative evaluations of changes give an overall view of watersheds lengthening
and widening processes, raising and deepening processes that should be combined with the
qualitative evaluation of watersheds evolution in order to allow further analysis and
interpretation (Note that Figure 2b also gives quantitative values of the evolution of terrain
characteristics).

CONCLUSION
Despite significant progress in the development of temporal GISs, there is still a need for
the development of mutli-dimensional spatio-temporal models and reasoning mechanisms
suited to the complexity of environmental applications where the identification of entities,
changes and processes are part themselves of the scientific process.

Based on a deductive observation and quantification of an erosion phenomenon, we
introduce an identity-based formal model that characterises observable geomorphological
entities, changes and processes in three-dimensional spaces. At a high level of abstraction,
watershed changes are tracked using a fuzzy-based approach that qualifies degrees of
stability and different forms of evolutions. At a complementary local level, terrain
characteristics are identified and provide complementary quantitative clues on the spatio-
temporal processes that generate the erosion phenomena. The model is illustrated by an
experimental erosion model that simulates morphometric changes in a region of study over
a long period of time.
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Further work concerns the extension of the model to a further integration of the qualitative
and quantitative dimensions of the model in all the spatial and temporal dimensions. We
also plan to extend and refine the fuzzy-based reasoning mechanisms. Application and
validation of the model is under progress.
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